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This article examines how consumer decision making is influenced by automatically evoked task-induced affect and by cognitions that are generated in a more
controlled manner on exposure to alternatives in a choice task. Across two
experiments respondents chose between two alternatives: one (chocolate cake)
associated with more intense positive affect but less favorable cognitions, compared to a second (fruit salad) associated with less favorable affect but more
favorable cognitions. Findings from the two experiments suggest that if processing resources are limited, spontaneously evoked affective reactions rather than
cognitions tend to have a greater impact on choice. As a result, the consumer is
more likely to choose the alternative that is superior on the affective dimension
but inferior on the cognitive dimension (e.g., chocolate cake). In contrast, when
the availability of processing resources is high, cognitions related to the consequences of choosing the alternatives tend to have a bigger impact on choice
compared to when the availability of these resources is low. As a result, the
consumer is more likely to choose the alternative that is inferior on the affective
dimension but superior on the cognitive dimension (e.g., fruit salad). The moderating roles of the mode of presentation of the alternatives and of a personality
variable related to impulsivity are also reported.

Men, as well as women, are much oftener led
by their hearts than by their understandings.

domains such as advertising (see, e.g., Batra and Stayman
1990; Edell and Burke 1987; MacKenzie, Lutz, and Belch
1986) and consumer satisfaction (Dube, Belanger, and
Trudeau 1996; Dube and Morgan 1996; ManDand Oliver
1993; Oliver 1993; Westbrookand Oliver 1991). The consumer choice literature also has not been far behind in
redressing this imbalance, with recent work that has provided both theoretical (see, e.g., Hoch and Loewenstein
1991; Loewenstein 1996) and empirical accounts of how
affect influences consumerchoices (see, e.g., Garbarinoand
Edell 1997; Luce 1998; Luce, Bettman, and Payne 1997).
The broad purpose of this article is to add to this growing
body of researchin the consumer choice literature.
More specifically, as with the articles in the consumer
choice literaturecited above, the focus of this work is on
choice as influenced by task-inducedaffect (i.e., affective
reactions that arise directly from the decision task itself)
rather than ambient affect (i.e., affective states that arise
from background conditions such as fatigue and mood),
which has been the predominantfocus of work on the role
of affect in decision making (see, e.g., Gardner[1985] and
Isen [1997] for reviews of research on ambient affect; see
also Yates [1990] for the distinction between task-induced
and ambient affect). Second, in contrastto empirical work
that has examined the effects of task-induced affect on

(LORDCHESTERFIELD)

With all its clevemess, however, decision theory is somewhat crippled emotionally, and
thus detachedfrom the emotional and visceral

richnessof life. (GEORGE LOEWENSTEIN1996,

M

p. 289)

uch of consumer research has been predominantli
cognitive in nature,and the role of affect has receive(
inadequateattention.This aspect of consumer researchha:
been widely criticizedby eminent researcherssuch as Bett
man (1993), Hoch and Loewenstein (1991), and Holbrool
and Hirschman (1982). Researchers recently have showi
considerableinterestin redressingthis imbalancein variou:
*Baba Shiv is an assistant professor at the University of Iowa, Iowa
City, IA 52242-1000, and AlexanderFedorikhinis an assistantprofessorat
WashingtonState University, Richland,WA 99352. The authorsthankJim
Bettman, Joel Cohen, Cathy Cole, Irwin Levin, Michel Pham, Dennis
Rook, GerryZaltman,and the participantsof the Judgmentand DecisionMaking SeminarSeries at the University of Iowa, the editor, the associate
editor, and the three reviewers for their invaluable feedback and guidance
at various stages of this project. The authorsalso thank SuchitraBalasubramanianand Angelo Licursi for their help in administeringthe experiments and coding the thought protocols.
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consumer choice (Garbarinoand Edell 1997; Luce 1998;
Luce et al. 1997). where the focus has been on negative
affect arisingfrom the structureor difficulty of the task, the
focus of this articleis on the effects of positive affect arising
from the stimulus (see Fiske and Taylor [1991] for a discussion of the importanceof examining both negative and
positive affect due to their differentialeffects on memory,
judgment, persuasion, and decision making; in the rest of
this article,we use the term "stimulus-inducedaffect"rather
than "task-inducedaffect" to distinguish our work from
previous work).
Another difference between our work and previous empirical work is based on the distinction made by Berkowitz
(1993) between lower-order affective reactions, arising
from relatively automaticprocesses, and higher-orderaffective reactions,arisingfromrelativelymorecontrolled,higherorder processes involved in thinking, reasoning, and
consciousness (see Schneider and Shiffrin [1977] for a
distinction between automatic and controlled processes).
The focus of our work is on affective reactions that are
elicited ratherspontaneouslyby an alternativein the choice
task, and, therefore,one could construe our work as being
closer to the lower-orderend of the continuum.In contrast,
(1) Luce (1998) and Luce et al. (1997) focus on affect
arising from making trade-offs between attribute values,
which implies the use of more controlled processes-assessing the attributevalues, comparing values, weighing
costs and benefits,and so forth;and (2) Garbarinoand Edell
(1997) focus on affect arising from high cognitive effort,
again implying the use of higher-ordercontrolledprocesses.
In this article, we develop our conceptualizationby integrating recent psychological (Berkowitz 1993; Epstein
1993; Leventhal 1984) and biological (LeDoux 1995, 1996)
theories of affect. Our model proposes that, on exposure to
alternativesin a choice task, two types of processes may be
engendered,one affective in natureand the other cognitive
in nature. The former process is likely to occur in a relatively automaticmanner (i.e., less likely to be affected by
the availability of processing resources), resulting in the
affective reactions that could differ on two dimensions,
valence (positive or negative) and intensity. The second
type of process is likely to occur in a relatively more
controlled fashion (i.e., more likely to be affected by the
availabilityof processing resources),resultingin cognitions
about the consequences of choosing the alternatives.Further, according to the model, (1) if the availability of processing resourcesis constrained,the consumer's decision is
likely to be based on the first, relatively automaticprocess
and, therefore, to be based on affect ratherthan on cognitions evoked by the alternatives;and (2) if processing resourcesare not constrained,the second, relativelycontrolled
process is likely to play a more importantrole, and, hence,
cognitioiis are likely to have a bigger impact on choice than
when these resources are constrained.
We test the above conceptualmodel using a binarychoice
task in a context similar to the ones examined by Dhar and
Wertenbroch(forthcoming),Hoch and Loewenstein (1991).
Rook (1987), and Wertenbroch(1998), a context where the
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positive affect elicited by one alternative(chocolate cake) in
the choice task is more intense than that elicited by another
alternative(fruit salad), whereas the cognitions associated
with the consequences of choosing the former alternative
are predominantlynegative. We focus on this specific context for two reasons. First, as indicated by Rook (1987),
contexts such as the one examined in this article seem to be
widely prevalent among American consumers. Second, by
focusing on this specific context, we attemptto build on the
seminal work by Berkowitz (1993), Hoch and Loewenstein
(1991), and Rook (1987) in several ways. We build on Hoch
and Loewenstein (1991) and Loewenstein (1996) by (1)
empiricallytesting some of theirkey propositionsrelatingto
the effects of affect and cognitions on consumerchoices and
the role of presentationmode in moderatingthese effects
and (2) examining the role of processing resources and of a
personality variable related to impulsivity (Logan, Schachar, and Tannock 1997) in moderatingthe impact of affective and cognitive reactions on consumer choice. In our
general discussion section we also attempt to extend our
conceptualframeworkand integrateotherelements of Hoch
and Loewenstein's (1991) model.
We also contributeto Berkowitz's work by focusing on
positive rather than negative affect, which has been the
predominantfocus of his research.In doing so, our goal is
to demonstrate the generalizability of some of the key
propositionsmade by Berkowitz. Finally, we not only provide evidence to furthervalidate the work by Rook but also
build on his work by way of operationalizingsome of the
key constructs and by examining, in a context involving
actual ratherthan imaginarychoices, how and under what
conditions consumers are likely to give in to the spontaneously evoked affective reactions.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
In this section, we first introduce Berkowitz's (1993)
theory of how affect and cognition interact to influence
behavior. We then discuss how Berkowitz's theory is consistent with other models of affect proposed by experimental psychologists such as Epstein (1993), Hoch and Loewenstein (1991), Leventhal (1984), and Zajonc (1980) and
by neuropsychologistssuch as LeDoux (1987, 1995, 1996).
As indicated earlier,our primaryfocus will be on affective
reactions that occur in a relatively automaticmannerrather
than those that arise from more deliberateprocesses.

Theories Involving the Interactionbetween
Affect and Cognition
Berkowitz (1993) proposes that three types of processes are likely to occur on exposure to a stimulus event.
First, information related to the stimulus is subject to
"relatively basic and automatic associative processes"
(Berkowitz 1993, p. 10), which occur before the onset of
cognitive processes such as "appraisals, interpretations,
schemas, attributions, and strategies" (Berkowitz 1993,
p. 12). These "crude and primitive" preattentive pro-
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cesses (see, e.g., Ullman [1984] for a discussion of such
processes) occur relatively quickly and may give rise to
lower-order affective reactions and action tendencies (approach or avoidance) based on a rapid assessment of the
affective significance of the stimulus. Second, the information related to the stimulus is subject to more deliberative, higher-order cognitive processing, the outcome
of which may serve to strengthen or weaken the action
tendencies arising from the lower-order affective reactions. For example, in the case of anger, which has been
the predominantfocus of Berkowitz's work, higher-order
cognitive processes might involve social rules regarding
the appropriatenessof the action tendencies arising from
the lower-order affective reactions, which, in turn, might
serve to suppress these action tendencies. Finally, the
affective significance of the outcome of the higher-order
processing may result in higher-order affective reactions
and action tendencies that are engendered relatively
slowly compared to lower-order affective reactions since
the -informationis subject to more deliberative processes
before these reactions can occur.
The model proposed by Berkowitz is consistent with
those proposedby Epstein (1993), Leventhal (1984, 1993),
and Zajonc (1980). In line with Berkowitz's theory, Epstein's Cognitive-Experiential Self-Theory (CEST) proposes thattwo conceptualsystems tend to operatein parallel
in any given task: an experientialsystem, which is affective
in natureand is associated with crude and rapidprocessing,
and a rational system, which is cognitive in nature and is
associated with a more refined and deliberativeprocessing.
Leventhal similarly proposes that affective reactions can
arise from two routes: an "innate route" accompanied by
sensory-motorprocesses that generateprimitive or partially
formed affective reactionsand a memoryroute thatinvolves
schematicand conceptualprocessing.Also, the propositions
made by Hoch and Loewenstein (1991) and Zajonc (1980)
are consistent with Berkowtiz's argument that affective
reactions can occur relatively automaticallywithout an active role of higher-ordercognitive processes. Zajonc has
arguedthat affect is precognitive in nature,occurringwithout any extensive perceptualand cognitive processes, and
precedes in time these higher-orderprocesses. Hoch and
Loewenstein propose that feelings of desire that consumers
often experience in shoppingsituationsmay "occurwith the
minimumconscious deliberationcharacteristicof automatic
or mindless behavior" and "with little or no cognition"
(Hoch and Loewenstein 1991, p. 498). However, the difference between the propositions made by Zajonc and Hoch
and Loewenstein and by Berkowitz is that, rather than
stating that affect always precedes cognition, a view taken
particularlyby Zajonc, Berkowitz proposes that affective
reactions can also arise in a relatively controlled, postcognitive manner from deeper higher-orderprocessing of incoming information.
The model proposed by Berkowitz also seems to be
consistent with recent work by neuropsychologists (e.g.,
LeDoux 1987, 1995, 1996; see also Lang 1993). In line with
Berkowtiz (1993), LeDoux argues that on exposure to an
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externalstimulus,the following three events may occur: (1)
"low-road"processes, centeredin the limbic systems of the
brain, that occur rapidly and may give rise to low-road
affective reactions;(2) "high-road"cognitive processes, involving the cortical systems of the brain, "systemsbelieved
to be involved in thinking, reasoning, and consciousness"
(LeDoux 1996, p. 161), which strengthenor weaken lowroad affective reactions;and (3) "high-road"affective reactions, arising from the outcome of high-roadcognitive processes, that occur relatively slowly compared to low-road
affective reactions.

Affective-Cognitive Model of Consumer
Decision Making
The models describedin the previous section suggest that
on exposureto an alternativein a choice task, two processes
may occur. The firstprocess is likely to occur in a relatively
automatic manner and is likely to give rise to affective
reactions,which could vary in terms of valence (positive or
negative) and intensity. Since the first process occurs relatively automatically,these lower-order affective reactions
are likely to be elicited even if processing resources are not
allocatedto the decision-makingtask. The second process is
likely to be relatively more deliberativeand controlledthan
the first and is likely to engender cognitions about the
alternatives. These cognitions could arise from stimulusbased as well as memory-based processes and could be
either favorable or unfavorabletoward the alternativesin
the choice task. Further,since the second process is more
controlled in nature, the generation of cognitions is more
likely to occur when processing resources are allocated by
the consumer to the choice task than when they are not.
Further,in termsof the impactof affect and cognitions on
the consumer's final behavior, the models described in the
previous section suggest thatif the availabilityof processing
resources is constrained,the consumer's behavior is likely
to be influencedprimarilyby the affective reactionselicited
by the task: (1) the consumeris likely to choose (reject) an
alternativeif the affect elicited by it is positive (negative),
and (2) the consumer is likely to choose (reject) the alternative thatelicits the most intense positive (negative) affect.
Conversely, if processing resources are available, the consumer's behavioris likely to be influencedprimarilyby the
cognitions arising from higher-orderprocesses.
The discussion thus far suggests that a critical variable
that is likely to affect the relative impact of affective reactions and cognitions on choice is the availabilityof processing resources, a variable that has been central to various
other popular models such as the ElaborationLikelihood
Model (Petty and Cacioppo 1986), the Availability-Valence
Model (Kisielius and Sternthal1986), and the Characterization-CorrectionModel (Gilbert, Pelham, and Krull 1988).
Two broadpossibilities arise when one examines behaviors
across different levels of this key variable: (1) affect and
cognitions have the same valence, and (2) affect and cognitions have opposite valences. If affective reactions,which
tend to drive action tendencies when processing resources
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are constrained,and cognitions, which tend to drive action
tendencies when processing resources are available, have
the same valence, then the direction of their impact on
choice is likely to be the same. Consequently,the probability of choosing an alternativethat elicits more intense and
positive (negative) affect is likely to be the same or higher
(lower) when processing resources are available than when
they arenot. Conversely,if affective and cognitive reactions
have opposite valences, then they are likely to act in opposite directions (one promptingchoice, the other prompting
rejection). As a consequence, the probability of choosing
the alternativethat elicits more intense positive (negative)
affective reactions is likely to be attenuated (enhanced)
when processing resources are available comparedto when
they are not.

Choosing on Impulse-Moderating Role of
PresentationMode and Impulsivity
Rook (1987) characterizesimpulse behavioras occurring
when a consumerexperiences positive affect spontaneously
on confrontationwith a product,which results in a sudden
urge to choose the product eliciting these affective reactions. Also, impulse behavioris often seen as being associated with negative consequences for the decision maker
(Hoch and Loewenstein 1991; Rook 1987). Stated differently, in contrastto positively valenced affective reactions,
the cognitions associated with impulse behaviors are more
likely to possess a negative valence (for an exception, see
Rook and Fisher [1995]).
In line with the above characterizationof impulse buying,
let us considera binarychoice context where one alternative
(say, chocolate cake) is superioron the affective dimension
(i.e., is associated with more intense positive affect) but is
inferioron the cognitive dimension (i.e., is associated with
less favorablecognitions) comparedto the other alternative
(e.g., fruit salad). The affective-cognitive model suggests
that when processing resources are constrained, choice is
likely to be based primarilyon the affective reactions engendered. As a consequence, under these conditions the
probabilityis high that the consumer will end up choosing
the alternativethat is superior on the affective dimension
(i.e., chocolate cake). In contrast, when processing resources are available, choice is likely to be based more on
cognitions than on affect. Since the alternativethat is superior on the affective dimension is also inferior on the cognitive dimensioncomparedto the otheralternative(i.e., fruit
salad), the probability that the former will be chosen is
likely to be attenuatedwhen the availability of processing
resources is high compared to when it is low. However,
ratherthan predictingthat processing resources will always
affect choice in the mannerindicatedabove, we proposethat
this effect will be qualified by at least two factors-the
mode in which the alternativesare presented(real vs. symbolic) and the consumer's personality (i.e., whether the
consumertends to be impulsive or not).
Based on work by Mischel (Mischel 1974; Mischel and
Moore 1973; Mischel, Shoda, and Rodriguez 1992), Loe-
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wenstein (1996) proposes that one factor that is likely to
moderatethe intensityof the affective reactionsis the nature
of presentationof affect-ladenalternatives.The intensity of
these reactions is likely to be higher when the presentation
mode is real, that is, where real alternativesare presentedto
the decision maker,ratherthan when the presentationmode
is symbolic, that is, where the consumer is exposed to
photographsand/ordescriptionsof the alternatives.According to Loewenstein (1996), a potential cause for the moderatingrole of presentationmode is that a real presentation
enhances the vividness and, therefore, makes it easier to
sense the gratificationarising from consuming the alternative comparedto a symbolic presentation.
The above discussion suggests that the biggest impact of
presentationmode is likely to occur when processing resources are low, which is when affect plays a majorrole in
determiningchoice. More specifically, when processing resources are constrained,choice of the affect-laden alternative (i.e., chocolate cake) is likely to be higher when the
presentation mode is real than when it is symbolic. In
contrast, the effects of presentation mode on choice are
likely to be diminishedwhen processing resources become
available, resulting in a convergence of the preferencesfor
the affect-laden alternative across different presentation
modes. Thus,
Hi: The effect of restrictedprocessing resources on
the choice of an affect-laden alternativewill be
moderated by the presentation mode, with the
effect being greaterwhen the presentationis real
than when it is symbolic.
Further,based on Logan et al. (1997), Puri (1996), and
Rook and Fisher (1995), we propose that the effects of
processing resources on choice are likely to be moderated
by a personality variable related to consumer.impulsivity.
According to Puri (1996), one aspect that differentiates
people who are high on consumer impulsivity ("impulsives") and those who are low on this factor ("prudents")is
the accessibility of cognitions related to impulse behaviors.
Prudents apparently spend more time thinking about the
consequencesof engaging in such behaviorsand, as a result,
have more accessible cognitions compared to impulsives.
This implies that when processing resources are low, individuals low on consumer impulsivity should be able to
overcome theirprepotentaffective reactionsby using highly
accessible cognitions and, therefore, be less likely than
those high on this factorto choose the option thatis superior
on the affective dimension (e.g., chocolate cake).
In contrast,when processing resources are available, accessibility should play a diminished role in influencing
choice (see, e.g., Chaiken,Liberman,and Eagly [1989] for
the effects of accessibility underconditions of low vs. high
availability of processing resources). Impulsives should
now be able to put in the effort requiredto retrieve previously stored cognitions from memory and, consequently,
also should be able to overcome their prepotent affective
reactions. As a result, the choices of individuals high on
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consumerimpulsivity ought to converge with those who are
low on this factor. Thus,
H2: The effect of restrictedprocessing resources on
the choice of an affect-laden alternativewill be
moderated by consumer impulsivity, the effect
being greater with increased levels of consumer
impulsivity.

EXPERIMENT 1
The purpose of experiment 1 was to examine the effects
of spontaneouslyevoked affective reactions on consumers'
preferences in a binary choice task when the processing
resources available during the decision-making task are
high versus low and to test the role of presentationmode in
moderatingthese effects (Hypothesis 1). The specific context examined in this experimentwas one where one alternative was superioron the affective dimension but inferior
on the cognitive dimension, comparedto the other alternative. Experiment 1 used a two-factor (processing resources
with two levels [high vs. low] and presentationmode with
two levels [real vs. symbolic]) between-subjectsdesign.

Procedure
One hundredand sixty-five undergraduatestudentswere
randomlyassignedacrossthe four conditions.The experiment
was canied out in two differentrooms. In the first room,
respondentswere providedwith instructionsthatstatedthatthe
study was about the effects of a change in environmenton
consumers'memoriesfor information,and that,as partof the
study,theywouldbe askedto go to anotherroom.Respondents
were also told thatthey wouldbe askedto memorizea number
on exiting the first room and recall it in the second room.
Further,respondentswere told that they would be provided
with a choice of snacksfor participatingin the study.
Afterthe instructionshadbeen readto the respondents,they
were requestedto leave the room one person at a time. On
exiting the first room, each respondentwas providedwith a
sheet of paperthat containeddirectionsto the second room.
This sheet of paperwas also used to keep trackof whethera
respondentbelonged to the high or the low processing-resources condition.Respondentswere then instructedto walk
over to a cartthatwas visible fromthe firstroom.Respondents
were told that they would find two snacks on display on the
cart(whichwerenot mentionedandwhichbecamevisibleonly
when respondentsstoodin frontof the cart)andthatthey were
to decidewhich snackthey would like to have, choose a ticket
for a snack,and then proceedto the second room.
Before respondentsproceeded toward the cart and to the
second room, the processing-resourcesmanipulation was
carried out by adopting a procedurethat has been widely
used in the literature(see, e.g., Gilbert et al. 1988; Gilbert,
Giesler, and Morris 1995; Swann et al. 1990; Trope and
Alfieri 1997). One group of respondents (low processingresources condition) was requested to memorize a sevendigit number; another group (high processing-resources

condition) was requestedto memorize a two-digit number.
The numberswere printedon index cards that were put in
envelopes. When a respondentwas ready to proceed to the
cart and then to the second room, the experimenteropened
an envelope, displayed the number briefly, and closed the
envelope. Carewas takenthatrespondentsleft the firstroom
(one at a time) only after the previous respondenthad made
his/her choice of snack and had moved out of sight on
his/her way to the second room. This was to ensure that
respondents could not see the number to be memorized
before their turn. Further,this procedureensured that each
respondent's decision was not influencedby anotherrespondent's choice.
After respondentshad picked up the ticket for their chosen snack, they proceeded to the second room, where they
were given a booklet in which they were first asked to recall
the number they had been asked to memorize. They then
completed other measures describedbelow. After completing the measures, the booklet, the ticket that indicated the
respondent's choice of snacks, and the sheet containing
directionsto the second room (which served to keep trackof
the processing-resourcescondition that respondents were
in) were collected and stapled together. At the end of each
experimentalsession, the time of day when the session was
carried out was noted on all the completed booklets (this
variabledid not covary significantlywith any of the dependent variables and hence will not be discussed further).

Stimuli and the Presentation-ModeManipulation
Two snacks-a piece of chocolate cake with cherrytopping and a serving of fruit salad-were on display in transparentplastic containersthatwere placed on a cart stationed
between the two rooms. To control for the prices and the
supplier of these two snacks, a price sticker ($1) obtained
from a local grocery store was affixed to each of the containersthatwere on display. The top of the catt was covered
on three sides to ensurethatthe snacks were not visible until
the respondentstood in front of the cart. This was to ensure
that all respondentsmade their decisions only afterthey had
walked up to the cart. The presentationmode was manipulated based on the work by Mischel and Moore (1973) and
Loewenstein (1996), who suggest that presenting respondents with photographsof the altermatives,ratherthan the
real alternatives, is likely to reduce the vividness of the
options and hence the intensity of positive affect experienced by respondents. Consistent with these findings, the
presentation-modefactorwas manipulatedby presentingthe
real snacks (chocolate cake and the fruit salad) to one group
of respondentsand presentingphotographsof the snacks to
another group. To be certain that the photographs were
faithfulreproductionsof the respectivereal snacks, a pretest
was carriedout using respondentsfrom the same population
as the main experiment.'
'Fifty-two respondents were randomly assigned to two experimental
conditions.One groupof respondentsratedtwo pieces of chocolate cake on
one cart and two containersof fruit salad on a second cart (the orderwas
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Further, to assess if, as per our conceptualization, the
mode of presentationmanipulatedthe vividness of the options, anotherpretest was carriedout using 38 respondents
from the same population as the main experiment. Some
respondentsrated the real snacks; others rated photographs
of the snacks (the stimuli were identical to the ones used in
the main experiment).Respondents were asked to rate the
vividness of each of the two snacks, with the order being
counterbalanced,on the following seven-point items: "not
easy to visualize consuming the cake/fruit-salad(1)/easy to
visualize myself consuming the cake/fruit-salad(7)," "not
easy to imagine myself consuming the cake/fruit-salad(1)/
easy to imagine myself consuming the cake/fruit-salad(7),"
and "not easy to picture myself consuming the cake/fruitsalad (1)/easy to picture myself consuming the cake/fruitsalad (7)." These items were adapted from Anand-Keller
and Block (1997) and McGill and Anand (1989). Cronbach's alphafor these items measuringthe vividness of the
snacks was .81 for the cake and .79 for the fruit salad, so the
responseswere averagedto form one vividness-relatedvariable for the cake and one for the fruit salad. A withinsubjects ANOVA, with order of presentationand presentation mode as the between-subjectfactors and type of snack
as the within-subject factor, revealed a significant main
effect of presentationmode, and none of the othertreatment
effects were significant.Consistent with our conceptualization, respondentsrated the real snacks as being more vivid
(M = 6.30) than the photographsof the snacks (X = 5.13,
F(1, 34) = 16.55, p < .0003).

Measures
Respondents first recalled the number they had been
asked to memorize and then responded to the remaining
measures. Except for the first (choice), second (thought
protocols), and the last (covariates) set of these remaining
measures,the scales for all the othermeasureswere adapted
from Hoch and Loewenstein (1991), Loewenstein (1996),
Puri (1996), and/or Rook and Fisher (1995). First, choice
was measured by asking each respondent the following:
"Justa moment ago you made a choice from two options,
the cake and the fruit-salad.Please indicatebelow the option
you chose." Responses to this question were comparedwith
counterbalanced).Anothergroup of respondentsrateda piece of chocolate
cake and a photographof this piece of cake placed on the first cart and a
containerof fruit salad and a photographof this containeron the second
cart (the order was counterbalanced).Respondents rated how similar the
items displayed on each of two carts were in terms of the ingredientsand
other features onitwo items anchored by "very different (1)/very similar
(7)," and "don't look alike (1)/look alike (7)." The correlationsbetween
these two items were 0.77 for the chocolate cake and 0.76 for the fruit
salad, so they were averaged to form one measure for the chocolate cake
and one for the fruit salad. A between-subjectsANOVA revealed that the
similarity ratings were not different across the real and the photograph
conditions.The mean similarityratingfor the photographof the chocolate
cake comparedto the real one (X = 6.24) was no differentfrom that for the
real cakes (X = 6.36; F(l, 50) = .28; p > .20). Further,the mean similarity
rating for the photographof the fruit salad compared to the real one (X
= 6.05) was no differentfrom that for the real fruit salads (X = 6.22; (Fl,
50) = .42; p > .20).
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the tickets for the snacks that respondentshad picked from
the cart (across all respondents,the responses to the choicemeasurematchedperfectly with the snacks indicatedon the
tickets).
Respondentswere then asked to describe, as completely
as possible, whatever went throughtheir minds while they
were deciding between the two snacks. The instructionsfor
reportingthoughtprotocolswere similarto those used in the
literature(see, e.g., Edell and Keller 1989; Shiv, Edell, and
Payne 1997). The protocols were coded by two independent
judges for the total numberof thoughts.Any statementthat
represented evaluations or descriptions of the options/attributes,priorexperiences,thoughtsaboutthe consequences
of choosing an option, or thoughtsaboutthe task was coded
as a thought(all statementsin the writtenprotocols fell into
one of these categories). Interjudgeagreementwas 95 percent, and coding discrepancies were resolved through discussion. These thoughtprotocols gave us an opportunityto
check if the processing-resourcesmanipulation was successful-a higher number of thoughts was expected to be
reported in the high than in the low processing-resources
condition.
Each respondentwas then asked to indicate the basis of
his/her choice on five seven-pointitems that were presented
after the following statement: "My final decision about
which snack to choose was driven by." These items were
anchored by "my thoughts (1)/my feelings (7)" (adapted
from Rook and Fisher [1995]), "my willpower (1)/my desire
(7)" (adapted from Hoch and Loewenstein [1991]), "my
prudentself (1)/my impulsive self (7)" (adaptedfrom Puri
[1996]), "the rational side of me (1)/the emotional side of
me (7)," and "my head (1)/my heart(7)." (The appropriateness of these and other items as measuresof the underlying
constructs of interest was tested through discussions with
members drawn from the same population as the main
experiment.)The Cronbachalphafor these items measuring
the basis for respondents' decisions was 0.91, and, therefore, the responses to the five items were averagedto form
a single variable (Decision Basis).
Based on our conceptualization,the presentation-mode
factor was expected to influence the intensity of affective
reactions elicited by the chocolate cake-the intensity was
expected to be greaterwhen the presentationmode was real
than when it was symbolic. In order to test if the manipulation of the presentation-modefactor was consistent with
our conceptualization,respondentswere asked to rate if the
following statements were apt descriptions of each of the
two snacks:"I could sense a desire to grabit" (adaptedfrom
Hoch and Loewenstein [1991]), "Ifelt a strong, irresistible
urge to take it," "Ifelt an impulse to take it" (the last two
adaptedfrom Rook [1987]), and "The emotional side of me
was arousedwhen I saw it." These items were anchoredby
"descriptionnot apt (1)/description apt (7)." The order in
which the respondentsratedthe two snacks was counterbalanced (in the various relevant analyses, none of the treatment effects involving the order of measurementwas significant, and hence this variable will not be discussed
further). Cronbach's alpha for these items measuring the
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affective natureof the two snacks was 0.97 for the cake and
0.95 for the fruit salad, suggesting that the items could be
averaged to form one variable for the cake (Affectcake) and

one for the fruit salad (AffectfrUi,).
An additionalmeasure,derivedfrom Crites,Fabrigar,and
Petty (1994) and representingrespondents'cognitions about
consumingeach snack,was obtainedon fourseven-pointitems
for each of the two snacks (one at a time, with the order
counterbalanced-again,none of the treatmenteffects involving the orderof measurementwas significantin the relevant
analyses).The scaleswere anchoredby "harmful(1)/beneficial
(7)," "notgood for health(1)/good for health(7)," "a foolish
choice (1)/a wise choice (7)," and "useless (1)/useful (7)."
Cronbach'salpha for these items was 0.88 for the cake and
0.84 for the fruit salad, and, therefore,the responses were
averagedto form one variablefor the cake (CogcAe)and one
for the fruit salad (Cogfruit).
Further,to ensure that the measuresrelatedto Decision Basis, Affect, and Cognitionsrepresent different constructs,we carried out a factor analyses,
which revealedthatitems representingthe variousconstructs
loadeduniquelyon differentfactors.
Finally, respondentsindicatedtheir gender, whetherthey
were health-conscious individuals, and whether they were
cake and fruit-saladfanatics (the last three measures were
obtained using seven-point items anchored by "seldom
would describe me/usually would describe me"). These
measureswere collected to serve as covariatesin the various
analyses. Of these measures only the last three covaried
significantly with the dependent measures in this and the
next experiment.2

Results
Manipulation Checks. To ensure that we successfully
manipulatedthe processing-resourcesfactor, we needed to
show that the numberof thoughts reportedin the protocols
was significantly higher in the high processing-resources
condition comparedto the low processing-resourcescondition and that none of the other treatment effects were
significant. Also, to provide evidence of success in manipulating the presentation-modefactor, we needed to show
that Affectcake(i.e., the intensity of affect elicited by the
cake) was significantly higher when the presentationmode
was real than when it was symbolic. As summarized in
Table 1, between-subject ANCOVAs with processing resources and presentationmode as the independentvariables
revealed that the manipulationswere successful.
Furtheranalyses were carriedout to ensure that the stimulus material had the desired properties:(1) the cake was
more affective in nature compared to the fruit salad when
the presentation mode was real and less so when it was
symbolic, (2) the presentation-mode manipulation influenced only respondents' ratings of the affective nature of
the cake and not their cognitions aboutconsuming the cake,
2Checks were first made to ensure that these covariates did not interact
significantly with the independent variables, so that the assumption of
homogeneity of regression slopes was met.
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TABLE 1
INFLUENCE OF PROCESSING RESOURCES AND
PRESENTATION MODE ON MANIPULATION-CHECKAND
STIMULUS-RELATEDMEASURES-EXPERIMENT 1

Low processing resources

High processing
resources

Real
Symbolic
Real
Symbolic
presentation presentation presentation presentation
Total
thoughts
Affectcake
Affectfruit
C09cake
Cogfrutj

2.30
4.28
3.32
3.06
6.12

2.35
3.47
3.29
3.34
5.88

3.54
4.15
3.1 1
3.24

3.12c
3.26d

5.94

5.91 d

3.28a
3.36b,C

check measures: a significantmain-effectof
NOTE.-Results-manipulation
processing resources (F(1,160) = 29.9, p < .0001);othertreatmenteffects
NS; b Significant main-effect of presentation-mode(F(1, 160) = 8.9, p
< .003); X higher when the presentationmode is real than when it is
symbolic,both in the low and highprocessing resourcesconditions.Resultsstimulusproperties:c significanttype of snack by presentation-modeinteraction (F(1,160) = 4.5, p < .04). Affect is significantlyhigherfor the cake
than for the fruitsalad when the presentationis real, in the low (F(1, 160)
= 6.71, p < .05) and high processing-resources conditions (F(1, 160)
= 7.35,p < .05);X not differentotherwise;d Significantmaineffect of type
of snack (F(1,158) = 325, p < .0001).Cognitionssignificantlyless favorable
forthe chocolate cake comparedto the fruitsalad, irrespectiveof the level of
the processing-resourcesand the presentation-modefactors.

and (3) consistent with our conceptualization,cognitions
related to the cake were less favorablethan those relatedto
the fruit salad. As indicated in Table 1, within-subject
ANCOVAs, with processing resources and presentation
mode as the between-subjectfactors, the type of snack as
the within-subjects factor revealed that all three requirements related to the stimuli were satisfied.
Choice. Consistentwith Hypothesis 1, a logistic regression analysis revealed a significantprocessing-resourcesby
presentation-modeinteraction (X2 = 3.72, p = .05), in
additionto a significantmain effect of processing resources
(X2 = 5.36, p = .02). As depicted in Figure 1, when
processing resources were constrained, changing the presentation mode from real to symbolic by exposing respondents to a photographof the alternativesratherthan the real
alternativesresultedin a reductionin the choice of the cake
(63 percentwhen the presentationmode was real compared
to 42 percent when it was symbolic; z = 1.96, p < .05).
Further,when the presentationmode was real, choice of
the chocolate cake (superioron the affective dimension but
inferior on the cognitive dimension compared to the fruit
salad) was higher (63 percent) when the availability of
processing resources was low than when it was high (41
percent;z = 2.0, p < .05). Also, comparedto the conditions
where the presentationmode was real (the downward-sloping line in Fig. 1), when the presentationmode was symbolic, choice of the cake was not different across the two
processing-resourcesconditions (42 percent and 45 percent
in the low and high processing-resourcesconditions,respectively; z
.21, p > .20).
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FIGURE1

EXPERIMENT1-CHOICE AND DECISION BASIS AS FUNCTION OF PROCESSING RESOURCES AND PRESENTATION MODE
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numbersin the Decision-Basisgraphindicatethat the decision was drivenmore by affect than by cognitions.
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Decision Basis. The variable Decision Basis (higher
numbers indicate that respondents' choices were based
more on affect than on cognitions) served to ascertain
whether the decisions across the different conditions
were based on respondents' affective reactions or cognitions. As shown in Figure 1, the pattern of results for
Decision Basis mirrored that for choice. Consistent with
our conceptualization, when the level of processing resources was low, respondents rated their choices as having been driven more by affect in the presentation-mode

real condition (X = 4.27) than in the presentation-mode
symbolic condition (X = 3.63; F(1, 158) = 4.34, p
< .04). Further, when the presentation mode was real,
respondents rated their choices as having been driven
more by affect in the low processing-resources condition
(X = 4.27) than in the high processing-resources condition (X = 3.62; F(1, 158) = 5.78, p < .02). Also, as with
choice, when the presentation mode was symbolic, the
means on Decision Basis were not different across the
two processing-resources conditions (X = 3.63 and 3.73
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in the low and high processing-resources conditions,
respectively; F < 1).

EXPERIMENT 2

Discussion
The results of experiment 1 indicate that, in a binary
choice context, where one alternative (chocolate cake) is
superior on the affective dimension but inferior on the
cognitive dimension comparedto the other alternative(fruit
salad), choices are influenced by the level of processing
resources allocated to the task and by the mode of presentation of the alternatives.Choice of the chocolate cake was
higher when processing resources were constrained (by
having respondents memorize a seven-digit number) than
when the resourceswere not constrained(i.e., when respondents memorized a two-digit number).However, these results were obtained only when real alternativeswere presentedto respondents.Also, in the low processing-resources
conditions, changing the presentation mode from real to
symbolic by having photographsof the alternativesinstead
of the real alternativesresulted in a reductionin the choice
of the cake.
Support for our conceptualizationwas also obtained by
using a process measure, Decision Basis, which indicated
whetherrespondents'choices were drivenby their affective
reactions (i.e., their desires and feelings, their impulsive
self, their emotional side, and their heart) or by their cognitions (i.e., theirwillpower and thoughts,theirprudentself,
theirrationalside, and theirhead). Results for this DecisionBasis variable mirroredthose for choice. Consistent with
our conceptualization, respondents who were presented
with the real alternativesindicated that their choices had
been influenced more by their affective reactions when
processing resourceswere constrainedthan when they were
not. Further,when the presentationmode was changedfrom
real to symbolic by having photographsof the alternatives
rather than the real alternatives, the impact of affect on
choice was reduced.
Finally, the results on respondents' affective reactions
toward the chocolate cake (Affectcake) and the fruit salad

(Affectfruit)and on Decision Basis provide an interesting
insight into the underlying psychological processes that
might have occurred in the presentation-modereal, low
versus high processing-resources conditions. When real
snacks were presented,respondentsin both the low and the
high processing-resourcesconditions expressed similar affective reactions toward the chocolate cake (which were
more intense compared to the fruit salad). However, the
results on Decision Basis suggest that these affective reactions influencedrespondents'choices more when the availability of processing resources was low than when it was
high. In other words, the results indicate that respondents
who could allocate more processing resources to the task
also experienced affective reactions arising from the chocolate cake but were better able to use their cognitions to
avoid giving in to these affective reactions compared to
respondentswho were unable to allocate sufficientprocessing resources to the task.

The purpose of experiment 2 was to test Hypothesis 2
regardingthe role of consumer impulsivity in moderating
the effects of processing-resourceson choice. The procedure,stimuli, and the measuresthatwere used in experiment
2 were similar to those used in the real presentation-mode
conditions of experiment 1 (i.e., all respondentsin experiment 2 were presented with the real snacks). Sixty-nine
respondentsfrom the same populationas experiment1 were
randomlyassigned to one of two processing-resourcesconditions.
In addition the individual difference measure related to
consumerimpulsivitywas includedat the end of the question
booklet. The items for this measure were based on Puri's
(1996) Consumer Impulsiveness Scale. Respondents were
asked to rate how well the following adjectives described
them: "impulsive,""careless,"and "easily tempted."These
items were anchoredby "seldom would describe me (1)/
usually would describeme (7)." The midpointwas anchored
by "sometimeswould describeme." The Cronbachalphafor
these threeitems was 0.77, so the responseswere averagedto
form one variableto representthe respondent'slevel of impulsivity. To test the reliabilityof this measure,particularly
given that it could have been contaminatedsince it was presented after choice in the experimentalbooklet, a test-retest
procedurewas used (see, e.g., Edwards1966) with a separate
sample of respondentsdrawn from the same populationas
experiments1 and 2. These respondentswere presentedwith
measuresrepresentingconsumerimpulsivitytwice, with four
weeks interveningbetweenthe two presentations.Duringthe
firstphase of the test-retestprocedure,respondentswere presented with a batteryof differentmeasures in which were
embedded those representingconsumer impulsivity. Four
weeks later,these respondentsengagedin the same procedure
used in experiment1; thatis, respondentswere assignedto one
of the four between-subjectconditions,withsthe last set of
measuresrepresentingconsumerimpulsivity.The correlation
between these measuresobtainedfour weeks apartwas high
(0.79), suggesting that presentingthe measureof consumer
impulsivityafter choice did not adverselyaffect the conclusions drawnfrom the resultsof this experiment.

Results
Manipulation Checks. The thought protocols, which
were coded by two independentjudges for the total number
of thoughts, served to examine if the manipulationof the
processing-resourcesfactor was significant (as in experiment 1, any statement that representedevaluations or descriptions of options/attributes,prior experiences, thoughts
about the consequences of choosing an option, or thoughts
about the task was coded as a thought;all statementsin the
writtenprotocols fell in one of these categories). Interjudge
agreementwas 92 percent, and coding discrepancies were
resolved throughdiscussion. A between-subjectsANCOVA
revealed that significantly more thoughts were reportedin
the high processing-resourcescondition (X = 4.19) com-
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FIGURE2

EXPERIMENT2-CHOICE AND DECISION BASIS AS FUNCTION OF PROCESSING RESOURCES AND CONSUMER IMPULSIVITY
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paredto the low processing-resourcescondition (X = 2.91;
F(1, 61) = 16.26, p < .0002), and none of the other
treatmenteffects were significant.These results suggest that
the processing-resourcesmanipulationwas successful.
Choice. Consistentwith Hypothesis2, a logistic regression analysis with processing resources (categorical) and
consumerimpulsivity (continuous)as the independentvariables revealed a significant processing-resourcesby consumer-impulsivityinteraction(X2 = 7.20, p = .007), apart

from a significant main effect of processing resources (X2
= 5.36, p = .02). As depicted in Figure 2, when the
availabilityof processing resourceswas constrained,choice
of the chocolate cake was lower for individuals low on
consumer impulsivity (38 percent) than for those high on
this factor (84.2 percent; z = 2.82, p < .05; note that
consumerimpulsivityhas been dichotomizedin Fig. 2 using
a median split for a betterexposition of the results). Further,
for individualshigh on consumerimpulsivity, choice of the
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chocolate cake was higher when the availabilityof processing resourceswas low (84.2 percent)than when it was high
(40.0 percent;z = 2.68, p < .05). Choice of the cake was
not differentacross the two processing-resourcesconditions
for individuals low on consumer impulsivity (38 percent
and 37 percent in the low and high processing-resources
conditions, respectively; z = .06, p > .20).
Decision Basis. The variableDecision Basis served to
ascertainwhetherthe decisionsacrossthe differentconditions
were based on respondents'affectivereactionsor cognitions.
The patternof results for Decision Basis mirroredthat for
choice-a between-subjectsANCOVA revealeda significant
interactionbetweenprocessingresourcesandconsumerimpulsivity (F(1, 62) 11.31,p < .001). As depictedin Figure2,
when the level of processingresourceswas low, individuals
high on consumerimpulsivityrated their choices as having
been drivenmoreby affect(X = 4.80) comparedto those low
on this factor (X = 2.85; F(1, 62) = 9.31, p < .003).
Further, individuals high on consumer impulsivity rated
their choices as having been driven more by affect in the
low processing-resourcescondition (X = 4.80) than in the
high processing-resourcescondition (X = 2.93; F(1, 62)
= 7.46, p < .008). Also, as with choice, the means on
Decision Basis for those low on consumerimpulsivity were
not differentacross the two processing-resourcesconditions
(X = 2.85 and 2.80 in the low and high processing-resources conditions, respectively; F < 1).

Discussion
The results of experiment 2 indicate that, in a binary
choice context where one alternative (chocolate cake) is
associated with more intense positive affect but with less
favorablecognitions comparedto the otheralternative(fruit
salad), choices are not only affected by the level of processing resources allocated to the task but also by a personality
variable, consumer impulsivity. For respondents high on
this individual-difference factor (i.e., for impulsives),
choice of the chocolate cake was higher when processing
resources were constrained(by having respondentsmemorize a seven-digit number) than when the resources were
available (i.e., when respondents memorized a two-digit
number). Further, when processing resources were constrained, individuals low on consumer impulsivity (i.e.,
prudents) were less likely to choose the chocolate cake
comparedto impulsives.
Support for our conceptualizationwas also obtained by
using a process measurethatindicatedwhetherrespondents'
choices were driven by affect or by cognitions. Results for
the Decision-Basis variablemirroredthose for choice. Consistent with our conceptualization,impulsives indicatedthat
their choices had been influenced more by their affective
reactions when processing resources were constrainedthan
when they were not. Further,consistent with our conceptualization, when the processing resources were constrained,
the impact of affect on choice was attenuatedfor prudents
comparedto impulsives.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
Summaryof Findings
The purpose of this article was to examine the influence
of spontaneouslyevoked affect and cognitions arising from
more deliberative processing on consumer choice across
situations where processing resources are available versus
constrained. Based on prior work by Berkowitz (1993),
Epstein (1993), and Leventhal (1984), the primaryproposition was that underconditions where the consumerdoes not
allocate processing resources to a decision-making task,
s/he is more likely to choose based on affect ratherthan on
cognitions. As a consequence, the consumer is more likely
to choose the alternativethat is superior on the affective
dimension but inferior on the cognitive dimension. In contrast,when the consumerdoes allocate processing resources
to the decision-makingtask, the choice is likely to be based
primarily on cognitions, resulting in a reduced likelihood
that such an alternative will be chosen. Two additional
propositionswere made to qualify our primaryproposition,
one relatingto the mode of presentationof the alternatives,
and the other relating to a personality variable related to
consumer impulsivity. The impact on choice of processing
resources and, hence, affect compared to cognitions, was
expected to be stronger(1) when the presentationmode was
real (i.e., when real alternativeswere presented)than when
the presentation mode was symbolic (i.e., when photographsof the alternativeswere presented),and (2) when the
level of consumer impulsivity was high than when it was
low.
The above propositions were tested in a binary choice
context, where one alternative(chocolatecake) was superior
on the affective dimension but inferior on the cognitive
dimension compared to the other alternative(fruit salad).
Findings from two experimentssupportedour propositions.
Consistent with our conceptualization,choic'eof the chocolate cake was higher when the availability of processing
resources was low than when it was high but only when
respondentswere presentedwith real alternativesand when
the level of consumer impulsivity was high. In contrast,
when the presentationmode was symbolic (i.e., respondents
were presented with photographs of the alternatives), or
when the level of consumerimpulsivity was low, choice of
the chocolate cake was the same irrespective of the availability of processing resources for the task.

Theoreticaland ManagerialImplications
Our work, together with recent empirical research by
Garbarinoand Edell (1997) and Luce (1998), clearly points
to the importance of examining the role of task-induced
affect in consumer decision making. Previous empirical
work in this area suggests that consumers' decisions can be
influenced by affect arising from higher-orderprocesses
such as making trade-offs between attributevalues (Luce
1998) and from having to expend high cognitive effort. Our
work extends previouswork by demonstratingthatconsum-
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ers' decisions can also be influenced by affect arising in a
relatively spontaneousmannerfrom the stimulus,with little
involvement of higher-ordercognitive processes.
Our work has implications for the literatureon impulse
behavior as well. It extends previous work in this area by
providing empirical evidence for the role of stimulusinduced affect in such behaviors, the role of processing
resourcesin determiningthe relative influence of affect and
cognitions on choice, and the moderatingrole of the mode
of presentationof alternativesand of an individual difference variablerelated to impulsivity. In doing so, our work
opens pathways to the next phase of research in this topic
area, research that is aimed at building the edifice on an
alreadystrongfoundationlaid by Rook (1987) and by Hoch
and Loewenstein (1991).
Our findingshave tremendousimplicationsfor marketers
as well. The core findingrelatedto the effects of constrained
processing resources on the choice of affect-laden alternatives suggests that any factor that reducesthe availabilityof
processing resources in the shopping environmentis likely
to increase impulse buying by consumers. Marketers of
affect-laden products could therefore benefit from actions
designed to constrainprocessing resources such as having
distractingmusic or displays in the shopping environment.
Anothertactic that derives from anecdotalevidence that we
obtainedfrom a local grocery-storemanageris to reducethe
checkout time so that consumersdeliberateless about what
is in their shopping carts and end up leaving the store with
productsthey chose on impulse.
The findings related to the mode of presentationof the
alternativesalso have tremendousimplications for marketers. The growing popularityof the Internetand cybershopping suggests that more and more shopping situations are
likely to involve presentationmodes that are symbolic (i.e.,
alternativesbeing presentedas digital photographsand/oras
descriptions), which in turn is likely to result in choices
being based less on affect and more on cognitions. This will
particularlyaffect products that are currently being purchased for their hedonic ratherthan utilitarianvalue. Marketers of such products will need to consider ways of
obviatingthis presentation-modeeffect. One possibility that
arises from the literatureon mental imagery is to encourage
consumersto vividly imagine themselves using the product
so that the sensory processes that result from such imagery
are no different than actual productusage.

Limitations and Directions for FutureResearch
The conclusions in this article are made with the usual
caveats of decision-makingexperimentsthat are conducted
in controlled environments.Even though the experiments
used real alternativesratherthan scenarios, they were conducted in a binary choice context and in a nonshopping
environmentwith food products that were in plastic containers to control for factors such as aroma and with a
studentpopulation.In other words, the propositionsarising
from our affective-cognitive model were tested in a context
thatwas devoid of much of the richness that surroundsreal-
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world brandchoices. It is quite possible that as researchin
this topic area moves closer to reflecting how consumers
behave in the real world, furtherrefinementto the theorizing
and conclusions presented in this article will be needed.
Delineated below are several promising researchdirections
that arise from examining our findings and the traditional
view of impulse buying in the context of actualmarketplace
behaviors.
The traditionalview of impulse behavior as being irrational has had a long history, dating back to as early as the
turn of the twentieth century, with work in psychoanalysis
(Freud [1911] 1959), a view that is still being shared by
contemporaryresearchers(e.g., Rook and Fisher 1995). One
question that future research needs to address is, How do
consumersview impulse behaviors,and How do theirviews
translate to impulse buying? Preliminaryresults from our
follow-up work suggest that, in contrast to researchers'
views of impulse behavior,consumersdo not seem to view
impulse behavior as normativelyinappropriate,at least immediately after the behavior occurs. In an experimentthat
was similar to the ones reportedin this article, respondents
who had been subject to cognitive load were asked, immediately after they had indicated their choices, how satisfied
they were with their decisions, and whetherthey would like
to change their mind about the snack that they chose. It is
interestingthat as high as 90 percent of cake pickers stated
that they would not change their minds, a percentage that
was no differentthan that relatedto fruit-saladpickers-all
this despite cognitions about consuming the cake being
unfavorable, as reported in this article. More research is
needed on this topic area, one area of which might be to
examine consumers' postdecision processes that would account for discrepancies that we have found between decision satisfactionand cognitions about affect-ladenproducts.
The above discrepancy between researchers' and consumers' views on impulse buying may partly account for a
puzzling real-world phenomenon that also behooves us to
investigate further:Why do we continue to observe consumerswho, for example, know more about the importance
of nutritionthan ever before and yet strugglewith efforts to
control their weights and cholesterol levels? An answerto a
piece of this puzzle might lie in processes that consumers
engage in after impulse behaviors-immediately after purchase consumersmay rationalize,resulting in the view that
the behaviorwas appropriate,but aftera period of time they
may experience pangs of guilt, leading to attemptsat selfcontrol.
Another,rathertrivial, answerto the above puzzle arising
from our affective-cognitive model is that consumers often
make decisions mindlessly, without allocating sufficient
processing resources to access cognitions related to affectladen options. A more plausible answer to the puzzle may
come from expanding our affective-cognitive model to accommodate higher-order affective reactions as well. To
refresh the reader's memory, this article focused on lowerorder affective reactions that are elicited in a rather automatic fashion. The work by Berkowitz (1993) and LeDoux
(1995, 1996) suggests that impulse behavior, promptedby
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affective reactions to options, can also arise as a consequence of higher-orderprocessing, that is, when consumers
allocate processing resourcesto the decision task. One possible direction for future research, which will not only
provide answers to the above puzzle but also help infuse
some of the richness of Hoch and Loewenstein's (1991)
frameworkinto our affective-cognitivemodel, is to examine
situations where respondents make delayed choices of alternativesthat are presentedto them. For example, instead
of having respondentsmake their decisions immediately(as
in experiments 1 and 2), they could be asked to wait in the
presence of the two options before they make their choices.
Here, since processing resourcesare available,based on the
findings of our study, respondents may initially decide
against the affect-laden option. But the more respondents
deliberatewhile waiting in the presence of the options, the
more they might feel deprivedat not being able to consume
the affect-laden alternative, resulting in the respondents
yielding to their temptationsand choosing this option.
More research also is needed to assess the reliability of
the variable Decision Basis that we used in our research.
Until then, researchers planning to use this variable need
to do so with some degree of caution. The basic assumption underlying the use of this variable is that consumers
can access their mental processes leading to a decision.
However, this assumption has been called to question by
several researchers (see, e.g., Nisbett and Wilson 1977).
Although it is quite possible that respondents in our
experiments did have retrospective access to their mental
processes when responding to the Decision-Basis measure, anotherpossibility could also account for the results
on this process measure. An alternative account could be
that respondents simply inferred the bases of their decisions from their choices-a respondent choosing the cake
may have inferred that, since cake is often associated
with affective decision making, the choice was based
more on affect than on cognitions. As a consequence, in
situations where the choice of the chocolate cake was
high (low), the results on Decision Basis were also high
(low), yielding similar patterns of results on this variable
and choice.
Finally, from a theory-building perspective, future research needs to follow up on recent advances in neuropsychology on emotions (e.g., LeDoux 1996). For example,
one direction could be to examine neurological and physiological changes that occur when consumers are behaving
on impulse and to assess how well the measures of affect
that have been used by us and other experimentalpsychologists, including Luce (1998) and Garbarino and Edell
(1997), correlatewith neurological and physiological measures. Research in this direction will serve to integrate
psychological and biological approachesto understanding
affect, a strategy that is being advocated by a number of
researchers (see, e.g., Isen 1990; Lang 1993) to increase
"our understandingof all these phenomena and the processes that contributeto them" (Isen 1990, p. 89).
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CONCLUSION
As indicated by eminent researchers such as Bettman,
Hoch, Holbrook, and Loewenstein, the characterizationof
the consumer in previous decision-making research as a
"thinkingmachine,"driven purely by cognitions, is a poor
reflection of reality. Moreover, the work by Dickson and
Sawyer (1990), examining how consumers actually make
decisions in various shopping contexts, suggests that consumers are more often mindless ratherthan mindful decision makers. This article was an attemptto integratethese
two broadthemes with the hope that it will infuse more life
and realism into an already exciting area of research in
consumer decision making.
[ReceivedJune 1998. Revised May 1999. Robert G.
Burnkrantserved as editor, and Joel Huber served as
associate editorfor this article.]
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